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Abstract: In this paper, Raman spectroscopy experiments were used to distinguish the characteristics
of inclusions (calcite, anatase, graphite etc.) between natural and heat-treated tanzanite. These
characteristics were preliminarily divided according to their pleochroism. In natural unheated
tanzanite (N5), calcite inclusion is often interspersed with dolomite and has Raman shifts around
156, 283, 710, and 1087 cm−1. In other high temperature treatment samples, the baseline of calcite
increased and their Raman peaks gradually shifted towards lower frequencies. Anatase inclusions
in natural tanzanite (N5) have four characteristic Raman peaks around 146, 394, 514, and 641 cm−1.
Because of the longer Ti-O bond and the wider bond angle distribution caused by high temperature,
fewer Raman peaks were observed and the peaks’ intensities were weakened in the heat-treated T7
sample. The black graphite inclusions are often scattered or have a dotted distribution. The most
obvious difference between natural and heat-treated samples is that the latter lack the characteristic
1350 cm−1 Raman peak of graphite, thus representing the order and structural incompleteness of
graphite. In addition, there are other inclusions in natural unheated tanzanite, such as lead-grey
molybdenite with strong metallic luster, randomly scattered prehnite with white dots, orange-yellow
rounded rutile, and metallic luster hematite.

Keywords: tanzanite; heat treatment; Raman spectroscopy; inclusions

1. Introduction

Tanzanite is a blue-violet vanadium-containing zoisite, which was discovered in
1967 [1] and is a form of calcium-aluminum silicate, with an idealized formula of
CaAl3Si2O7[SiO4]O(OH) [2]. In addition to being colorless, zoisite has many colors, such
as pink, green, yellow, and brown; however, only blue-violet and violet-red crystals can be
called tanzanite.

Until now, the Merelani area in northeastern Tanzania is the only producer of gem-quality
tanzanite in the world. These deposits are mainly located in metamorphic rocks, marble, and
schist of the Neoproterozoic Mozambique Metamorphic Belt (NMMB) [3]. The NMMB extends
from Eastern Antarctica to East Africa, and enters the Arabian–Nubian region, which was
formed by a series of tectonic and metamorphic events about 900–450 million years ago [4].
Tanzanite and tsavorite are the results of vanadium (and chromium) replacing aluminum in
crystal structures, and the formation of tanzanite seems to be related to tsavorite. Following
the formation of tsavorite in quartz veins in the anticlinal folds, crystalized tanzanite is
formed in the retrograde metamorphism in pockets and lens forms [5–7]. The tanzanite
mineralization occurs in pressure shadows created by the filling of hydrothermal fissures
and boudinage, and the whole process is controlled by the boudinage in the graphite
gneiss [8]. According to their fission track dating study, Naeser and Saul determined that
tanzanite crystals were formed 585 ± 28 million years ago [9]. Tanzanite often occurs as
euhedral colored crystals, associated with low-grade metamorphic mineral assemblages,
such as prehnite, calcium zeolites (chabazite, heulandite, mesolite, laumontite), axinite,
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and blue apatite [10]. In addition, some minerals are frequently associated with tanzanite,
e.g., other colored zoisite (brown and yellow), graphite, diopside, pyrite, quartz, grossular
(tsavorite), dolomite, and calcite [11].

Natural high-quality blue-violet tanzanite is scarce, which indicates most of the bright
blue tanzanite circulating in the market has undergone heat treatment. It has been verified
that pleochroism of tanzanite changes from characteristic trichroism (blue, purple, and
yellow-green) to dichroism (blue and purple) after high temperature treatment [12].

There are limited inclusions in tanzanite. The most common inclusions are graphite,
calcite, actinolite, diopside, anatase, etc. Sometimes, other inclusions such as green tremo-
lite, xenotime, rutile, and hematite can be found [13–15]. Another rare and interesting
inclusion, merelaniite, was found in tanzanite, which is a new molybdenum-essential
member of the cylindrite group and occurs individually or in clusters as dark gray metallic
whiskers of circular cross-sections [16,17]. When the growth process of tanzanite is inter-
rupted by the whiskers of merelaniite, growth blockages occur, which are fluid filled and
contain dark solids [16]. Some researchers have deduced about whether tanzanite has been
heat-treated based on the fluid inclusions. Castillo et al. revealed the presence of intact
fluid inclusions is an indicator that the tanzanite has not undergone heat treatment [16].
Malisa proposed that tanzanite had been heated to 240 ◦C because decrepitation of the
fluid inclusion was observed [13]. Olivier deduced tanzanite had been heated to 600 ◦C
from the presence and size of H2S inclusions [6].

At present, there are limited studies about the differences in mineral inclusions be-
tween natural and heat-treated tanzanite. The available investments are frequently dis-
tinguished by pleochroism or infrared spectroscopy to see if the sample has been heat
treated. Raman techniques have been mainly used in the exploration of fluid and solid
inclusions in gemstones [15]. Therefore, in this study we used Raman spectroscopy, which
is nondestructive, fast, and effective, to investigate inclusions of tanzanite and to observe
the differences in spectra between natural and heat-treated tanzanite inclusions. It is hoped
that this will provide a new means of identifying heat-treated tanzanite to enrich the
knowledge in this area.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Twenty-two samples of natural tanzanite were selected in this study (Figure 1), com-
prising thirteen unheated samples (N1–N13) and nine heat-treated samples (A1, T1–T8).
The detailed characteristics of these samples are described in Table 1. The A1 sample
is a translucent tanzanite with a vivid violet-blue color. T1–T8 samples are opaque raw
crystals with country rock, and N1–N13 samples are rough stones with different color and
transparency.

2.2. Methods

Conventional gemological properties were determined at the Gemological Experi-
mental Teaching Center, School of Gemmology, China University of Geosciences (Beijing)
(CUGB). The refractive index was measured by point measurement using a gemstone
refractometer. The specific gravity was measured using the hydrostatic weighing method.
The pleochroism was observed with a dichroscope and the hardness was determined
with Mohs hardness scale. Microscopic observation was carried out using the GI-MP22
gemological photographic microscope.

Raman spectra were collected with two different instruments. One was the LabRAM
HR Evolution micro-Raman spectroscope, in the Gem Testing Laboratory at the School of
Gemmology, CUGB. The excitation laser was 532 nm and scanning range was 50–2000 cm−1.
Two accumulations of 3 s were acquired for each point.

The other spectra analysis was undertaken using an alpha300R confocal Raman
microscope (Manufactured by WITec, Germany, laser of 532 nm) at the Laboratory of the
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Institute of Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China. The
spectra were collected from three accumulations of 10 s integration.

Figure 1. Twenty-two different samples of tanzanite.

Table 1. Conventional gemological properties of tanzanite samples.

Sample Number Color Transparency Refractive Index Specific Gravity Pleochroism

A1 blue-violet translucent 1.69 3.36 blue, violet
N1 yellow transparent 1.71 3.35 yellow, light

grey-blue, light violet
N2 yellow-blue transparent 1.71 3.35 dark blue, yellow,

light violet
N3 light yellow-blue transparent 1.71 3.35 yellow-green, blue,

light violet
N4 brown-blue translucent 1.70 3.35 yellow, light

grey-blue, light violet
N5 grey violet-blue transparent 1.70 3.35 yellow, blue, light

violet
N6 brown-blue translucent 1.71 3.35 yellow, dark blue,

light violet
N7 blue-yellow transparent 1.71 3.35 yellow section:

yellow, grey-blue,
violet

N8 Indigo-violet transparent 1.71 3.34 grey-blue section
light yellow, blue,

light violet
N9 light violet transparent -opaque 1.71 3.34 yellow section:

yellow, blue, light
violet-pink

N10 light violet transparent-
translucent

1.71 3.35 blue section light
yellow, light blue,

grey- violet
N11 light violet transparent 1.70 3.35 violet-pink, blue,

light yellow-green
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Table 1. Cont.

Sample Number Color Transparency Refractive Index Specific Gravity Pleochroism

N12 dark violet-blue translucent 1.70 3.35 dark blue, violet,
light yellow-green

N13 light grey-violet transparent-
translucent

1.70 3.35 yellow-green, light
blue, violet-pink

T1 light violet transparent-opaque 1.70 3.33 violet-pink, blue
T2 grey-violet transparent-opaque 1.70 3.29 violet-pink, blue
T3 violet opaque 1.70 3.29 violet, blue
T4 grey-violet opaque 1.70 3.28 violet, blue
T5 grey-violet opaque 1.70 3.24 not measurable
T6 violet opaque 1.70 3.30 blue, violet
T7 light violet opaque 1.70 3.21 blue, violet
T8 light violet opaque 1.70 3.16 dark blue, dark violet

3. Results
3.1. Conventional Gemological Features

The refractive indices of twenty-two tanzanites were found to range from 1.69 to 1.71,
with 6–7 Mohs hardness values and average specific gravity of 3.35. The specific gravity
values of samples T1–T8 are not very accurate because they contain country rock.

Eight samples (T1–T8) are all opaque masses with a vitreous luster and blue-violet
body color. They have obvious striations parallel to the columnar surface and contain
abundant dotted black inclusions. Tanzanite samples T1 and T2 have a few white country
rocks, while white country rocks of samples T3–T7 are covered by a large amount of
metallic luster minerals (Figure 1).

Natural untreated blue tanzanite has a characteristic blue-violet, violet-blue, and
yellow-green trichroism, whereas heat treatment removes the brown-green to grey-yellow
color of tanzanite, giving it a blue-violet dichroism visible to the naked eye. Many au-
thors [2,18,19] have studied the polychromism of tanzanite and concluded that the change
in polychromism is a valid, reliable, and rapid method of identifying whether tanzan-
ite has been heated. Pluthametwisute et al. [2] also found that there are different color
changes after heat treatment. The blue-violet color changes to violet along the a-axis, the
green-blue color changes to blue-violet on the b-axis, and yellow-orange changes to violet
along the c-axis. The most remarkable change occurs along the c-axis. These changes are
attributed to the increased edge energy of vanadium after high temperature treatment,
which leads to the disappearance of the blue absorption band at 460 nm and prompts a
blue-violet dichroism color in tanzanite [2]. Therefore, as shown in Table 1, there were
thirteen natural unheated (N1–N13) and nine heat-treated (A1, T1–T8) forms of tanzanite
in our samples. These results were consistent with those obtained by Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The detailed FTIR results can be found in Ye’s [20] paper.

Figure 2 illustrates the magnified pictures of some tanzanite samples. The internal of
the N3 sample is clean and obvious yellow-green, blue, and light violet trichroism can be
seen under the gemological microscope (Figure 2a). There are a large number of fissures
in the N4 sample and yellow glitter can sometimes be observed under the microscope
(Figure 2b). This occurs as an iridescent effect, which is a series of crystalline optical
phenomena caused by the splitting of crystal faces inside tanzanite. Blue glitters are also
visible within the N3 sample due to its own blue-light yellow body color.

The tanzanite sample N5 has a complete plate-columnar morphology and a distinct
grey-violet-blue color division. Numerous dotted black inclusions can also be observed
after magnification (Figure 2c). The color distribution in the N7 sample is uneven, especially
in the yellow to blue area, where the yellow color is concentrated at fissures (Figure 2d). In
the N8 sample, massive, dark inclusions with metallic lusters and obvious crystal cleavage
can be seen in the yellow and blue parts, respectively (Figure 2e). Striations are obvious on
the crystal surface of the N12 sample. There are also some black internal inclusions and
metallic luster minerals in the country rock (Figure 2f).
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Figure 2. (a) Magnified image of tanzanite sample N3; (b) magnified image of tanzanite sample
N4; (c) magnified image of tanzanite sample N5; (d) magnified image of tanzanite sample N7;
(e) magnified image of tanzanite sample N8; (f) magnified image of tanzanite sample N12.

After comparing the samples under the microscope, it was obvious that it was dif-
ficult to identify the inclusions. Therefore, further Raman experiments are necessary to
distinguish the natural and heat-treated tanzanites.

3.2. Raman Spectra Comparison of Inclusions between Natural and Heat-treated Tanzanite
3.2.1. Calcite Inclusions

Calcite inclusions were detected in the N5 and T3 samples. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate
their locations, morphological sizes, and Raman spectra under confocal Raman microspec-
troscopy, respectively. The characteristic Raman shifts at 156 and 283 cm–1 of calcite are
attributed to Ca cations; the 710 cm–1 shift corresponds to the in-plane bending vibrations
of the [CO3]2– group; the strongest 1087 cm–1 peak indicates the C-O symmetric stretch-
ing vibration of the [CO3]2– group; and the 1444 cm–1 shift matches the anti-symmetric
stretching vibration of the [CO3]2– group [21].
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Figure 3. Location and morphology of calcite inclusions in tanzanite samples N5 and T3.

Figure 4. Raman spectra of calcite inclusions in tanzanite sample N5 and T3.

Raman shifts in the N5 sample of natural tanzanite are more numerous and sharper
than those in the heat-treated T3 sample, whereas there is little difference between their
relative intensities and peak positions (Figure 4). The Raman shifts around 312, 495, and
683 cm–1 of calcite in the natural N5 sample are missing in the heat-treated T3 sample. Liu
and Fu’s [22,23] experiments revealed that the absorption peak near 1087 cm–1 becomes
sharper, which is also observed in Figure 4. These phenomena are caused by the length-
ening of the C-O bond and the reduced energy as the temperature increases. Another
interesting phenomenon is the Raman peaks around 156 and 283 cm−1 of calcite in the
heat-treated tanzanite, which are shifting toward low wavenumbers. The absorption at
710 cm−1, which is essentially due to the static in-plane bending vibration of the [CO3]2−

group, has an obvious change in frequency. Gillet et al. proposed that site symmetry
of the [CO3]2− group is decided by the cationic environment, which has less influence
on the in-plane bending vibration than the other free groups’ vibrations (e.g., symmetric
stretching, asymmetric stretching, and planar bending) [24].

In addition, calcite inclusions have also been detected in the other heat-treated samples
of T1, T5, and T7 using micro-Raman spectroscopy (Figure 5). Fu and Zheng observed a
similar Raman increase in the baseline and shift in the peaks towards lower frequencies
with increased temperature [22]. These previous findings are in good agreement with
the observations of the current study, which reveal these samples had undergone heat
treatment.
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Figure 5. Micro-Raman spectra of calcite inclusions in tanzanite samples T1, T5 and T7.

3.2.2. Anatase Inclusions

Ding et al. proposed that anatase is sensitive to temperature and can be used as a
typomorphic mineral, which can indicate its formation temperature, generation relation-
ship of minerals, and even the evolution history of F-bearing hydrothermal fluids [25].
Figures 6 and 7 give the location and Raman spectra of anatase inclusions in the N5 and T7
tanzanite samples observed by an accurate confocal Raman microscope.

Figure 6. Location and morphology of anatase inclusions in tanzanite samples N5 and T7.

Figure 7. Raman spectra of anatase inclusions in tanzanite samples N5 and T7.
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The Raman data for anatase inclusions of the N5 and T7 tanzanite samples were
normalized and the Raman spectrum are shown in Figure 7. The anatase inclusions in
the natural N5 sample has a strong Raman shift at 145 cm−1, three moderate Raman
shifts around 396, 514, and 640 cm−1, and a weak Raman shift around 198 cm−1. Simi-
larly, inclusion in the heat-treated T7 sample has a strong Raman shift at 146 cm−1, three
moderate Raman shifts around 396, 514, and 636 cm−1, and a weak Raman shift around
200 cm−1 [26].

In addition, it was calculated that the ratios of half-width to width intensities of
the absorption peaks of anatase inclusions in the natural N5 sample were 0.72%, 0.10%,
0.13%, and 0.15 % around the 146, 396, 514, and 640 cm−1 Raman shifts, respectively. By
comparison, the ratios of anatase in the heat-treated sample T7 were 0.47%, 0.07%, 0.03%,
and 0.04%, correspondingly. Therefore, characteristic Raman absorption peaks of anatase
become weaker and gradually broaden after heat treatment. Previous researchers proposed
that this is mainly due to the fact that the bond length of Ti-O bond becomes longer and the
bond angle distribution becomes wider after heating at a high temperature [27]. As a result,
the number of particles that can be excited to jump is reduced, resulting in a significantly
weaker Raman signal [27].

Furthermore, Chang and Huang’s experiments revealed that Raman spectra of anatase
show an obvious temperature effect [28]. Their studies discovered that the intensity and
frequency of the 146 cm−1 anatase absorption were strongly influenced by temperature
and shifted towards high frequencies upon heating. When heated in the range from room
temperature to 100 ◦C, the intensity of the 146 cm−1 peak decreased slowly. When the
temperature was above 200 ◦C, its intensity rapidly decreased. At around 550 ◦C, its
intensity dropped to approximately one-third of the initial level [28]. Therefore, with
increasing temperature, the absorption peak at 146 cm−1 eventually becomes a broad small
bump [28]. In Figure 8, the intensity of the 146 cm−1 Raman shift of anatase for heat-treated
T7 sample shows little variation, so it is inferred that the heating temperature of T7 did not
exceed 100 °C. In addition, the Raman shift at 640 cm−1 moves towards lower frequencies
at high temperature and constant pressure, which is mainly attributed to a pure volume
contribution due to thermal expansion [29].

Figure 8. Location and morphology of graphite inclusions in tanzanite samples N5, N8 and T8.
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There are two Raman shifts at 282 and 1087 cm−1 in the natural N5 sample (Figure 7),
which do not belong to anatase inclusions. The N5 sample contains dolomite inclusions, so
the absorption peaks can be attributed to dolomite. Consequently, smaller inclusions of
dolomite are also present in the vicinity of the anatase.

3.2.3. Graphite Inclusions

Graphite inclusions were found in the N2, N5, N8, N10, and T8 tanzanite samples us-
ing micro-Raman spectroscopy. Figure 8 illustrates three representative graphite inclusions
in the N5, N8, and T8 samples. The black graphite inclusions are scattered and dotted in
the visual field, with small graphite crystals attached around certain morphologically large
graphite forms. Dunn [30] noticed a correlation between the direction of extension of the
graphite inclusions and the morphology of tanzanite, in which the (0001) crystal plane of
the graphite inclusions is parallel to the (010) plane of tanzanite.

The graphite inclusions between natural and heat-treated tanzanite have little dif-
ference in their Raman spectra (Figure 9a). Raman shifts in the N5, N8, and T8 samples
all have a strong peak around 1580 cm−1, which is the characteristic absorption peak for
highly symmetrical and ordered single crystal graphite [31]. The most obvious distinction
of graphite between the heat-treated T8 sample and two natural samples (N5 and N8) is
the lack of a weak Raman shift around 1350 cm−1 and the weakness of the Raman shift
near 1500 cm−1 (Figure 9b). The Raman shift at 1350 cm−1 is a vibrational absorption peak
induced by disorder in polycrystalline graphite [32]. Tuinstra and Koenig [33] believed this
Raman line appears from resonances caused by defects, and its frequency may be related
to the size and shape of the graphite.

Figure 9. (a) Micro-Raman spectra of graphite inclusions in tanzanite samples N5, N8, and T8;
(b) micro-Raman spectra of graphite inclusions in samples N5, N8, and T8 in the range of 1300–1500 cm−1.

In addition, the ID/IG ratio of graphite for the heat-treated T8 sample was reduced
due to the absence of the D mode (1350 cm−1). The integral intensity ID/IG indicates the
order and completeness of the graphite [31], where the G mode represents the Raman shift
of the graphite at 1580 cm−1 and the D mode is the Raman shift at 1350 cm−1. The G
mode indicates the order and symmetry of graphite and the D mode represents the order
and structural incompleteness of graphite. Therefore, the decrease in ID/IG indicates that
graphite in T8 tanzanite has good order and integrity [31,32].

3.2.4. Zoisite Inclusions

It is noted that iridescent inclusions, which are in patchy distributions, can be found
in the N4, N12, and T2 samples (Figure 10). Iridescent colors can be seen at certain angles
under a fiber-optic light, which is due to the optical alignment of crystals created by the
tiny inclusions on the cleavage planes within tanzanite [34]. It has been analyzed that this
phenomenon is mainly related to the matrix of tanzanite and unheated to the presence or
absence of mineral inclusions within it. Therefore, Raman spectra of the yellow matrix in
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N4, the matrix in N12, and the white matrix in T2 country rock all showed that the main
components were zoisite inclusions.

Figure 10. Location and morphology of zoisite inclusions in tanzanite samples N4, N12 and T2.

To determine that zoisite inclusions in the iridescent effect were not tanzanite itself,
a Raman spectroscopic test was carried out on a thin section of heat-treated T2 tanzanite
sample. As shown in Figure 11, although the T2 tanzanite sample’s thin section has
characteristic Raman shifts at 496, 872, and 991 cm−1 of zoisite, its spectrum is clearly
distinguished from the zoisite in iridescent inclusions in the N4, N12, and T2 tanzanite
samples.

Figure 11. Micro-Raman spectra of zoisite inclusions in tanzanite samples N4, N12 and T2.

Raman spectra of zoisite in natural and heat-treated samples are generally consistent
in the 50 to 1100 cm−1 range (Figure 11). Raman shifts at 334 cm−1 of N8, N12, and T2
samples are attributed to the rotational vibration of [SiO4] tetrahedra or the advective
vibration of the metal M-O bond. Raman shifts of 493, 575, and 678 cm−1 are assigned to
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the bending vibration of the Si-O bond. Raman shifts of 872, 927, 984, and 1071 cm−1 attach
to the stretching vibration of the Si-O bond [35].

3.3. Other Characteristics Inclusions in Natural Unheated Tanzanite

By comparing Raman spectra of inclusions with the RRUFF database, several other
inclusions were found, including dolomite, molybdenite, prehnite, hematite and rutile.

Dolomite inclusions, which are often interspersed with calcite in tanzanite, were found
in the natural N5 sample. Dolomite and calcite have similar structures and both belong to
the calcite group. Therefore, their Raman spectra are similar, with Raman shifts around 156,
278, 683, 1087, and 1444 cm−1 (Figure 12a). Raman shifts at 156 and 278 cm−1 are caused
by lattice vibrations of cations, and 1087 cm−1 is due to an in-plane bending vibration of
the C-O bond [21].

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. (a) Raman spectra of dolomite inclusions in tanzanite sample N5; (b) Raman spectra of
molybdenite inclusions in tanzanite sample N8; (c) Micro-Raman spectra of prehnite inclusions in
tanzanite sample N12; (d) Raman spectra of Rutile inclusions in tanzanite sample N12; (e) Raman
spectra of hematite inclusions in tanzanite sample N12.

Opaque molybdenite inclusion was observed in the natural N8 sample. Under
a microscope, molybdenite has a lead-grey color with a strong metallic luster. There
are five obvious Raman shifts in molybdenite around 280, 380, 404, 452, and 589 cm−1

(Figure 12b). The Raman shift near 280 cm−1 is very weak. The Raman shift at 380 cm−1 is
attributed to the in-plane stretching vibration of the Mo-S bond, and the 404 cm−1 shift is
the out-of-plane stretching vibration of the S atom [36].

Prehnite in different forms and sizes was found in the country rocks of the natural N12
sample. Prehnite is randomly dispersed as white dots with a granular morphology. When
the lens is turned, prehnite inclusions can be observed to have raised granular shadows,
with color and luminosity varying in different directions. Compared to prehnite in natural
tanzanite, these inclusions in the country rocks are larger and more obvious, not only in
terms of grain size, but also in terms of distribution. Raman shifts of prehnite are around
220, 242, 287, 319, 388, 522, 538, 609, 687, 781, 936, 990, and 1081 cm−1 (Figure 12c). The
absorption peaks in the 900–1100 cm−1 range are caused by stretching vibrations of the
Si-O bond of prehnite, the 400–800 cm−1 band are bending vibrations of the Si-O bond, and
319 and 388 cm−1 are due to [OH−] vibrations [37].

Moreover, some yellow hematite and rutile inclusions are noted in the N12 sample.
Rutile is in a rounded form on the surface of the tanzanite, and hematite has a metallic
leaching vein phenomenon with a metallic luster. Rutile has characteristic Raman shifts
near 146, 244, 447, and 608 cm−1 (Figure 12d) [38], and hematite has Raman shifts around
217, 278, 394, 490, and 575 cm−1 (Figure 12e) [15].
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4. Conclusions

The differences between natural and heat-treated tanzanite were studied in terms
of their inclusions by magnification and Raman spectroscopy. Fewer variations in their
color, morphology, and sizes were found in the comparisons and observations under a
magnification microscope. However, Raman spectra of some inclusions (calcite, graphite,
and anatase) were different and informative for distinguishing between natural and heat
treated samples.

After comparing the Raman spectra of calcite in different samples, it can be inferred
that the missing Raman shifts at 312, 495, and 683 cm−1, and the sharper 1087 cm−1 peak
of calcite in the heat-treated T3 sample, are caused by the lengthening of the C-O bond and
the reduced energy as the temperature increased. The increase in the Raman baseline and
the shift toward low wavenumbers are observed in calcite of the T3 sample, which can also
imply the samples have been treated at a high temperature. Because anatase has a visible
temperature effect, the variation of the 146 cm−1 Raman shift, which becomes weaker and
wider, and moves toward high frequencies, is used as possible evidence of heat treatment.
The 1350 cm−1 Raman shift of graphite in the heat-treated T8 sample was not seen, which
indicates its order degree was improved after heat treatment.

Other inclusions were seen in the N5, N8, and N12 natural tanzanite samples. Dolomite
was often interspersed with calcite. Molybdenite was lead grey with a strong metallic luster.
Prehnite was abundant and randomly dispersed in white dots. Rutile was orange-yellow
and hematite had a metallic luster with a halo color. In this paper, the Raman spectra of
these inclusions are also discussed.
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